Abstract: Mining Protein-Protein Interactions (PPIs) from the fast-growing biomedical literature resources has been proven as an effective approach for the identifi cation of biological regulatory networks. This paper presents a novel method based on the idea of Interaction Relation Ontology (IRO), which specifi es and organises words of various proteins interaction relationships. Our method is a two-stage PPI extraction method. At fi rst, IRO is applied in a binary classifi er to determine whether sentences contain a relation or not. Then, IRO is taken to guide PPI extraction by building sentence dependency parse tree. Comprehensive and quantitative evaluations and detailed analyses are used to demonstrate the signifi cant performance of IRO on relation sentences classifi cation and PPI extraction. Our PPI extraction method yielded a recall of around 80% and 90% and an F1 of around 54% and 66% on corpora of AIMed and BioInfer, respectively, which are superior to most existing extraction methods.
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Introduction
Gene regulation and protein interaction play fundamental roles in controlling complex biological processes. Mining PPIs (PPIs (De Las Rivas and Fontanillo, 2010) are understood as physical contacts with molecular docking between proteins that occur in a cell or in a living organism in vivo.) It can reduce the tedious manual effort of biologists to read the large amount of literature texts from biomedical literature resources and it also has the potential to improve the connections between the annotations in biological databases and the supporting evidence contained in the relevant literature documents. Moreover, extracted PPIs can serve as a complementary knowledge to the existing biological databases, such as DIP, BIND and INTACT (Xenarios et al., 2002; Bader et al., 2001; Aranda et al., 2009) . To meet the ever-growing demands, some research projects have been launched in the communities of NLP and text mining, such as BioNLP, TREC and BioCreAtIvE II, II.5 and III (Kim et al., 2009; Cohen and Hersh, 2006; Krallinger et al., 2008; Leitner et al., 2010) . Some excellent online tools were also developed. For example, iHop (Hoffmann and Valencia, 2005) considered proteins and genes as hyperlinks between sentences and it used abstracts to navigate gene networks and further to facilitate the exploration of protein interaction processes. PLAN2L (Krallinger et al., 2009 ) provided an online text-mining tool to extract information related to Arabidopsis. SEBINI (Taylor et al., 2009 ) created a structured workfl ow for protein-protein network inference and supplemental analysis. Many machine learning methods have also been proposed for PPI extraction. A comprehensive comparison study on various kernel-based methods on PPI extraction was conducted and total 19 methods were evaluated on fi ve common corpora (Tikk et al., 2010) . Those kernel-based methods, such as convolution kernels (Collins and Duffy, 2001) , effectively identifi ed PPIs using a deep syntactic parser of sentences. A novel domain-based kernel method was proposed to predict PPIs by Chen et al. (2008) . The PIE system (Kim et al., 2008) utilised grammatical structures to fi lter PPI sentences and then adopted SVM with a convolution tree kernel to extract PPIs from the GENIA corpus, where the sentences parse tree and the interaction word dictionary were combined to fi lter the PPI sentences. Although machine learning methods have produced promising results on PPI extraction, their performances varied greatly on different corpora in real-world applications.
Relation words are important feature indicators of protein interaction relations. Observed by iHop (Hoffmann and Valencia, 2005) , about 90% of active relationships of proteins can be expressed syntactically as 'protein verb protein', highlighting the importance of interaction verbs at online relation navigation networks. Interestingly, all of the 53 frequent verbs can be used to model gene-verb-gene patterns as well. Recently, BioPPIExtractor (Yang et al., 2009 ) considered interaction words recognition as an important task prior to grammar parsing through a use of 154 verbs and their variants. MedScan (Novichkova et al., 2003) applied a context-free grammar and lexicon to process sentences and a series of regularised logical structures were constructed to understand sentence semantics; the generated semantic structure of sentences also utilised predicate-argument relations between protein entities. As described by Saetre et al. (2008) , predicate features can improve PPI extraction performance, while our idea using relation words of IRO makes use of both the predicate features and the modifying features. The work of Rebholz-Schuhmann et al. (2010) provided a survey on the relation verbs used by different research teams and described the prediction capacity of different verbs for PPI extraction on the existing corpus.
Lexical and syntactic analyses are widely used in PPI extraction to capture the dependency relation of sentence elements. The importance of syntactic features in PPI extraction was evaluated on fi ve benchmark data sets in Fayruzov et al. (2008) , which concluded that deep syntactic information can achieve a good performance. Actually, deep syntactic parser and shallow dependency parser were both used to capture the semantic meaning of sentences (Saetre et al., 2008) and rules were created to discover protein interactions by SVM with tree kernels, taking Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG), a highly lexicalised and non-derivational generative grammar theory developed by Pollard and Sag (1994) , as dependency parser. IntEx (Ahmed et al., 2005) divided complex sentences into simple clausal structures and extracted interaction relations by analysing the syntactic roles and linguistically signifi cant combinations. Work in Liu et al. (2010) applied sentence dependency tree to extract PPIs and it can provide detailed comparison of different feature effects on common corpus. One more example is about RelEx (Fundel et al., 2007) , which extracted relations based on an NLP technique producing dependency parse trees constrained by three simple rules.
This paper presents a two-stage PPI extraction method, which consists of a relation sentence classifi cation and a PPI extraction. Our IRO has three levels and stores a total of 1383 words. It is used in relation sentence classifi cation for assessing the importance of interaction relation words between proteins and is also used in PPI extraction through a sentence dependency parse tree.
In the fi rst stage, we employ a binary classifi er to identify relation sentences and nonrelation sentences instead of using multiple protein names co-occurrence to fi lter out nonrelation sentences, as the method taking by Polajnar et al. (2011) . The weights of the words in IRO can be increased for highlighting its importance during the feature selection. In the second stage, PPI extraction, we construct a relation dependency forest for each relation sentence based on typed dependencies parse tree from the Stanford parser (De Marneffe et al., 2006) . For a relation dependency forest, the total number of its trees is the amount of relation words in the sentence. The relation dependency trees are constructed according to typed dependencies. The root node of the tree is a relation word occurring in the sentence and the internal nodes and leaf nodes of the tree are the syntactic-related words with root node in the typed dependencies. The weight of the tree is assigned according to the weight of the relation words of IRO and the weights of the protein pairs are then extracted from the tree. The weight of the pair refl ects the confi dence level of the extracted PPIs. The fi nal extracted PPIs are confi rmed by using a combination of two parameters: one controlling the infl uence of the number of the trees and one controlling the weight of the protein pair.
In our method, the PPI extraction process is corpus independent, whereas the traditional learning-based PPI extraction methods, Bayesian inference method (Chowdhary et al., 2009 ), maximum entropy model (Sun et al., 2007) and those kernel methods proposed in Zelenko et al. (2003) , Bunescu and Mooney (2006) and Miwa et al. (2009) are not. Moreover, our method has a low computational complexity. Compared with a simple rule-based method, our method can cover the protein interaction pairs in sentences more comprehensively and does not depend on specifi c rules but only the syntactic dependency relation between proteins.
Methods
In this section, we describe our method in details. The construction process of IRO is presented fi rst. Then, the framework of our method is followed, which consists of two main components: relation sentences classifi cation and PPI extraction.
Construction of Interaction Relation Ontology (IRO)
In general, ontology consists of entities and their relations, whereas entities contain different description attributes. Specifi cally for lexicon, its structure is fl at and just contains the words without relations and attributes. In IRO, there are two inherent relations between interaction relation words, defi ned as has-extended and is-a. The interaction relation words have the Part-of-Speech (POS) attribute. During the core relation words extension, different core relation words are allowed to have the same extended child words, which are not allowed in lexicon but which is in accordance with the defi nition of ontology.
Initially, a set of 154 core relation words was manually selected from the BioInfer (Pyysalo et al., 2007) corpus and pathway studio (Nikitin et al., 2003) . Then, PPIs containing more than three sentences from pathway studio were selected and biologists are requested to pick out the interaction relation words. For the BioInfer corpus, we used the annotated information to extract the interaction relation words and requested the biologist to validate. The fi nal core relation words assemble the two subsets of words. The core relation words were then extended by WordNet (Miller, 1995) . If the POS of a core relation word is noun, the forms of nominalisation and synset are taken for further use; if the POS is verb, the forms of verb groups and derived terms are also considered. In this work, we use the POS as an attribute of the relation words. The whole procedure is shown in Figure 1 . A word is considered as an available extended word, if its frequency is larger than threshold f t , where f t is set to 2. It is also set to other values in this work, such as 3 and 4, however, we found that in such cases it leads to dramatically decreased amount of extended words. A pseudocode of computational steps for the construction of IRO is shown as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Interaction Relation Ontology Construction
Input: core relation words CR; WordNet JAVA Interface RitaWN (Howe, 2010) 12.
Add the DerivedTerms (RitaWN) as word children and set its attribute POS;
Return IRO
The constructed IRO has three levels and contains 1383 words, as illustrated partially in Figure 2 . In the feature selection of relation sentence classifi cation as well as the dependency tree fi ltering and PPI extraction, the core relation words have larger weights than those of the extended words.
Framework of our proposed method
As mentioned earlier, our method consists of two stages of processes: interaction relation sentences classifi cation and PPI extraction. The fi rst stage identifi es PPI relation sentences and non-PPI relation sentences and the second stage extracts protein interaction pairs from those interaction relation sentences produced by the fi rst stage. Figure 3 shows a detailed diagram of these processes.
To avoid similar sentences in the classifi cation, sentence normalisation is performed in the fi rst stage, which removes repeated sentences and those sentences that just differ in punctuations. During feature extraction and selection, the weights of relation words in the sentences, such as important features BOW, bi-gram and tri-gram, are increased manually to improve the classifi cation performance. At the second stage (PPI extraction), for each sentence, we construct a relation dependency forest that consists of several dependency trees. The dependency trees are constructed according to the typed dependencies of the sentence. Finally, dependency tree fi ltering and PPI extraction are conducted to extract protein pairs from the relation dependency forest.
Classifi cation for protein interaction relation sentences
Classifi cation of PPI sentences includes three steps: sentence pre-processing, features extraction and selection and sentence classifi cation. Sentence pre-processing: This step is to eliminate the effect of protein names on sentence dependency parse by performing name normalisating, bracket cleaning and references and replicated sentences removing. In name normalisation, all of the protein names are mapped to a standard form 'ProteinXXXXX', namely the prefi x 'Protein' plus a digital number with 5 bits. For instance, the form 'Arp2/3' in the case 'Arp2/3 complex from Acanthamoeba binds profi lin and cross-links actin fi laments', it is normalised to Arp2 and Arp3 and then they are mapped to two standard forms Protein00314 and Protein00315. Bracket cleaning removes the contents in the bracket, such as in the sentence " … including actin (twofold to threefold) … increases in cellular protein content (20-40%)", whatever in the bracket is removed. References in a sentence will also be removed in sentence pre-processing. Here, Levenshtein Distance (Gusfi eld, 2007) , which is also used by Rudniy et al. (2010) , is adopted to eliminate the repetition or very similar sentences only with different punctuations, case matters, etc. Moreover, the annotated protein names of corpora are mapped to annotate entity names without considering un-annotated protein name. A pseudocode of the sentence pre-processing step is described as Algorithm 2, where parameter d t is used to measure the similarity of two sentences. Two sentences are assumed to have the same contents if the distance between the two sentences is shorter than d t . (Hall et al., 2009 ) are applied to evaluate the effects of different feature combinations on classifi cation performance and we choose LIBLINEAR (Fan et al., 2008) as our sentence classifi er. The bigram and trigram features containing relation words in IRO are re-weighted manually to highlight the importance of interaction relation words between proteins in sentence classifi cation. The core relation word features of IRO have higher weights than those of extended relation word features and are set to 5 and 3 times larger than those of the general features, respectively.
Algorithm 2 Sentence pre-processing

PPI extraction
The relation sentences produced in protein interaction relation sentences classifi cation are used to extract protein interaction pairs in PPI extraction. PPI extraction consists of three sub-steps: sentence dependency parse, relation dependency forest construction and dependency tree fi ltering and PPI extraction.
Sentence dependency parse: Stanford parser is adopted to parse relation sentences and generates the typed dependencies of the sentence. Figure 4 shows an example of an original sentence and its typed dependencies.
Figure 4 Example sentence and its typed dependency
Relation dependency forest construction: On the basis of the typed dependencies of a sentence and IRO, a relation dependency forest of the relation sentence is constructed by assembling several dependency trees. The root node of the tree is the relation word and the internal and leaf nodes are the words that have syntactical dependency in the typed dependencies of the sentence with the same root node. The paths from the root to a leaf node depend on their dependency relations in the typed dependencies. The complete procedure is described in Algorithm 3. In Algorithm 3, line 1 defi nes the protein pairs in the coordinating relation of the typed dependency as non-protein interaction pairs, which are noun compound modifi er, appositional modifi er, coordination modifi er, possession modifi er, conjunction and, conjunction or, or abbreviation, between a governor and a dependent. Here, we do not consider the case that any other potential interaction pair exists in the coordinating relation. Details of typed dependencies representation can be found in de Marnee and Manning (2010) .
Algorithm 3 Relation dependency forest construct
Input: interaction relation ontology IRO, typed dependencies Output: sentence dependency forest DF, 4. for all the interaction relation words (irw) in interaction relation ontology 5. Use the irw as root to build the relation dependency tree, where the inner nodes and leaf nodes are formulated according to the pairs in TypedDependencies and all the trees constitute sentence dependency forest;
return sentence dependency forest
Dependency Tree fi ltering and PPI extraction: This sub-step fi lters sentence dependency tree and generates protein interaction pairs. The procedures of generating PPI pairs by dependency tree fi ltering and PPI extraction are shown in Algorithm 4. Initially, only protein names and relation words in a relation dependency tree are retained. After removing irrelevant nodes, the dependency tree of sentence is classifi ed into six types, which are shown in Figure 5 . A protein pair is considered as an interaction pair if its frequency is larger than the threshold f pair *DF.size, where DF.size is the number of dependency trees in a dependency forest. The parameter f pair is used to measure the infl uence of the number of the relation words and the proteins pair occurred in most of the dependency trees is considered as a potential PPI. The parameter ω is used to control the weight of the proteins pair, which is set according to the weight of an interaction relation word.
Algorithm 4 Dependency tree fi ltering and PPI extraction
Input: Dependency Forest DF, Protein Name Set PNS, threshold f pair , the weight W of the root node Output: protein-protein interaction PPI For one sentence S, we treat each sub-tree of the root node as a set S i (i is the number of the sub-trees of the root). The total extracted protein pairs of the tree consist of two parts. One part is 
, the size of V Ci is C 2 |s i | and the total inner-sub-tree pairs of one tree are V C = ∪V Ci . The other is inter-sub-tree pairs V CP . For all sets S i and S j , where S i ≠ S j , we make their Cartesian product, denoted by V CPij , where V CPij = S i × S j = (S ij ,S jk ), i ≠ j, S ij ∈S i , S ik ∈S i . Therefore, the total inter-sub-tree pairs of a tree are V CP = ∪V CPij ,( i ≠ j). The fi nal protein interaction pairs of one sentence consist of V CP and V C , i.e., V = V C ∪V CP .
Taking the sentence in Figure 4 as an example, its dependency forest is illustrated in Figure 6 and the extracted results are presented in Figure 7 .
Note that a larger frequency of a PPI pair refl ects a higher reliability of extraction of protein interaction relations. 
Experimental results and analysis
Our PPI extraction method was evaluated on corpora of BioInfer (Pyysalo et al., 2007) and AIMed (Bunescu et al., 2005) , which contain 849 and 238 Medline abstracts, respectively. In total, 7023 protein references and about 2908 annotated interactions are involved in these two data sets.
RitaWN (Howe, 2010) interface tools were used to invoke WordNet ontology. The parameter d t used to remove similar sentences (by Algorithm 2) was set as 4; the parameter f pair in the dependency tree fi ltering and PPI extraction (by Algorithm 4) was set as 0.3 for fi ltering out proteins pairs with a low frequency.
Results of classifi cation on relation sentences and non-relation sentences
Assume that IRW is an interaction relation word in IRO. Features selected in the fi rst stage (relation sentence classifi cation) contain BOW, POS, bigram, trigram and IRW according to Van Landeghem et al. (2010) . The weights of features with higher level than IRW are increased 5 times and those at lower levels 3 times. The values of the core relation words and the extended relation words are set manually and we found that the best classifi cation results are achieved for values 5 and 3, respectively. Before the classifi cation, a resample technique is used on the training samples with parameter 'Resample -B 0.0 -S 1 -Z 100.0' in WEKA (Hall et al., 2009) .
Four measurements, precision, recall, F1 score and AUC (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve), are used to evaluate the performance of our method. The runtime costs of all classifi ers are presented in column RT in Table 1 . All results are obtained by a 10-fold cross-validation strategy. Among classifi ers, J48, Bagging, SMO and LIBLINEAR, LIBLINEAR is taken as our relation sentence classifi er owing to its less runtime cost. Here, the cost of SMO classifi er is around 45 times bigger than LIBLINEAR. The parameters of the classifi ers of J48, Bagging, SMO and LIBLINEAR are set as '
For comparison, we present all of the classifi cation results in Table 1 . The LIBLINEAR classifi er (with or without IRW) improves almost all of the measurements (precision, recall, F1 score and AUC) signifi cantly in comparison with other classifi ers. Our results also show that the indicated words, such as 'regulate', 'bind' and 'phosphorylate', of protein interactions are important when distinguishing relation sentences from non-relation sentences. On the large-scale corpus AIMed, the performance improvement by LIBLINEAR with IRW is higher than that on the corpus BioInfer. Moreover, these experimental results do validate the signifi cance of IRO on differentiating relation sentences from non-relation sentences. Table 2 compares the performance of our method with other closely related methods on AIMed and BioInfer. Results obtained by Tikk et al. (2010 ), Fundel et al. (2007 and Liu et al. (2010) are also included in Table 2 for more comparison. The symbol '-' represents that the corresponding performance could not be found in the corresponding paper. In the row 'kernel', CV, CL and cc represent cross-validation, cross-learning and cross-corpus, respectively. On the BioInfer data set, our method outperforms other methods in F1 score and recall, especially in the recall measure. For the AIMed corpus, our method is also competitive to other methods on precision, recall and F1 score. One reason that our method achieves a higher recall than most of the others is because the indicated words of PPI relation can be covered by IRO mostly and that IRWs used as the root node of dependency tree to extract protein interaction pairs can cover protein interaction pairs comprehensively. In comparison with the rule-based method RelEx, we found that although our method achieves only a little improvement of precision over that of RelEx, the recall of our method is far higher than RelEx. On the one hand, the fi xed set of 3 templates applied on dependency parse tree in RelEx are insuffi cient very much when dealing with the various writing styles, while the typed dependencies of sentences are not limited to the specifi c rules and therefore they can cover the protein relations comprehensively. On the other hand, the interaction relation words are from the constructed IRO, capturing PPIs better than the relations of RelEx do. Therefore, as long as the relation words, which contain our IRO and the syntactical dependency relations, existing between proteins are correctly parsed by the typed dependencies of sentences, the proteins pair can be always extracted.
PPI extraction results
Although some kernel-based methods perform better than ours under some metrics, our method is still attractive owing to the linear computational complexity. First, the runtime cost of our method is linear with the number of sentences, where the construction of the sentence dependency parse tree takes the most runtime. Along with the performance improvement of sentence dependency parse, the runtime cost of our method will decrease further. Second, our method is scalable to the large amount of biomedical literature resources. Third, our method achieves a higher recall than most of the others, owing to the wide coverage of IRO on the indicating words of protein interaction relation.
Parameter d t in Algorithm 2 is used to measure the similarity between two sentences. If the distance between two sentences is shorter than d t , the two sentences are assumed to describe the same content. We tested the parameters from 4 to 9 and could not fi nd much difference in result and the parameter is then set to 4 in the experiments.
In Algorithm 4, parameter f pair is used to measure the infl uence of the number of relation words; one protein pair highly occurred in the dependency trees is considered as a potential PPI. We set it to 0.3, namely we consider the protein pair as a possible PPI, if the ratio of the number of protein pairs to that of dependency trees exceeds 0.3. The other parameter ω is used to control the weight of the proteins pair, which is set depending on the weight of the dependency tree. The weight of the dependency tree is set according to the interaction relation word of the root node. We assigned each proteins pair a weight ω instead of just simply accumulating its number of different sentence dependency trees. The parameter ω is set as 1 or 0 according to the root node of protein pair from a core relation word or an extended relation word. The weight of extended relation words refl ects the importance with respect to core relation words.
We also observed that the parameter f pair can be set between 0.3 and 0.4, which did not have signifi cant infl uence on experimental results. For the core relation words, the parameter ω is fi xed as 1; for the extended relation words, ω can be set between 0.6 and 0.75, where we take the lower bound value. When the value of ω is larger than 0.75, the F1 score of PPI extraction was decreased. Moreover, if the numbers of proteins and relation words of the sentence are also small (less than 4 and 3, respectively), the values of f pair and ω varying from 0 to 1 had no signifi cant infl uence on the PPI extraction results only if ω is not less than f pair .
We found that the accuracy of dependency parses becomes low and the precision of PPI extraction decreases accordingly, if sentences contain complicated structures or special letters, such as comma, period, colon and quotation. Moreover, as illustrated in Figure 8 , the smaller the number of proteins in a sentence, the more effective our method is. With an increasing number of protein names in a sentence, the precision and recall of PPI extraction are decreased, whereas recalls appear no remarkable change. The large amount of proteins in a sentence leads to complicated dependency trees of the sentence and then worsens the performance of PPI extraction. Usually when the number of proteins is smaller than 7, our method turns to be more effective. Another factor infl uencing the performance of PPI extraction is the cross-name of proteins. For example, in the sentence 'Arp2/3 complex from Acanthamoeba binds profi lin and cross-links actin fi laments', the protein Arp3 was left out when performing protein name recognition, leading to all the relations related to Arp3 missing. Therefore, the effective protein name reorganisation can improve the performance of PPI extraction signifi cantly. We also compared the PPI extraction results on relation sentences from the classifi ed results of Step 1 (SSS) with those relation Sentences Selected Manually (SSM). The experimental results in Table 3 show that all the ratio values of SSS/SSM are proportional to those of LIBLINEAR + IRW on precision, recall and F1 score. However, the values of SSS/ SSM are bigger than those of the classifi ed results. The reason lies in that although some non-relation sentences are misclassifi ed as relation sentences, they cannot produce protein pairs in PPI extraction.
For example, although the sentence "MSH2 plays a fundamental role in mispair recognition whereas MSH3 and MSH6 appear to modify the specifi city of this recognition" in BioInfer corpus is classifi ed as a relation sentence, no related protein pairs are extracted by our method. The typed dependencies of the sentence are shown in Figure 9 . The Coordinating Relation is removed during the construction of its sentence dependency forest, which means that 'conj_and (MSH6, MSH3)' contains a non-relation interaction protein pair (MSH6, MSH3). Although the dependency forest is generated (see Figure 10 ), the pair (MSH6, MSH3) is not considered as an interaction relation by PPI extraction and thus it is fi ltered out. 
Figure 9
Sentence typed dependency of sentence "MSH2 plays a fundamental role in mispair recognition whereas MSH3 and MSH6 appear to modify the specifi city of this recognition"
Nsubj(plays-2,MSH2-1), det(role-5, a-3), Amod(role-5, fundamental -4), dobj(plays-2, role-5),
Nn (recognition-8, mispair-7), prep_in(role-5, recognition-8), dep(plays-2, whereas-9) , , , xcomp Figure 10 Sentence dependency forest of Figure 9 
Discussions
Related works
A survey conducted by Rebholz-Schuhmann et al. (2010) presents relation verbs used by different research teams and described prediction capacity of the different verbs for PPI extraction on the benchmark corpus. There are several differences between our work and the literature works discussed by Rebholz-Schuhmann et al. (2010) . First, instead of using verbs as the names of interaction words of PPI, we utilise interaction relation words that contain verbs and nouns. Second, the intrinsic differences between the two methods lie in how the relation words are derived from. Compared with the method in Rebholz-Schuhmann et al.
(2010), we utilise a small amount of manually selected verbs as seeding words and extend these words by using WordNet automatically and the whole expanded process is relatively corpus-independent. Our method can cover the interaction relation words widely, including its conjugation, while their selected verbs are limited to some specifi c corpora. If the relation words are unseen in the specifi c corpus, their method could not fi nd the PPI expressed by these words, while our method can. Finally, as for the importance of the interaction relation words, although their method gave high prediction capacity of verbs, the relations of verbs are isolated and fl at. However, our method defi nes a hierarchical structure and gives a normalisation step to handle the relations of these words, which is important for the scalability of our PPI extraction. RelEx (Fundel et al., 2007) extracts relations based on NLP, which produces dependency parse trees and it applies three simple rules to these trees. Our method is different. First, there are no explicit descriptions on how the relation words are obtained by RelEx, while we construct the IRO to represent the relation words. Second, RelEx is a bottom-up approach, which locates the protein name initially and then uses rules to extract PPIs. In contrast, our method is a top-down approach, identifying the interaction relation words initially and then constructing the interaction path of the proteins based on a dependency tree. Third, in our method, the six types of dependency trees refl ect the location distributions of proteins relative to the interaction relation words rather than the fi xed extraction rules. Two of the three rules in RelEx, 'effector-relation-effectee' and 'relation-of-effectee-by-effector', have the same type of the rules in Figure 6 . Finally, our method can capture the interaction relations between multiple proteins rather than just two proteins by RelEx. For example, in the sentence form 'A and B interact with C and D', our method can extract four protein interaction pairs, {(A, C), (A, D), (B, C), (B, D)}, rather than only one pair {(C, D)}.
Complexity analysis
The computational complexity of our method is O (N*logM), where M is the size of IRO and N is the number of words in the sentence. If M is a constant, the computational complexity equals to O (N) approximately.
As proven by Collins and Duffy (2001) , the computational complexity of subset tree kernel is quadratic in the number of tree nodes. Moschitti (2006) reported that the partial tree kernel also has a quadratic complexity. In Tikk et al. (2010) , the authors stated that the computational complexity of the Edit kernel and the APG kernel are quadratic and cubic, respectively. As shown in Zelenko et al. (2003) , the computational complexity of sparse subtree kernels is O (N*M 3 ), where N and M (N > M) are the sizes of two partitions of a sentence. As described in the work of Hastie et al. (2001) , the basic kernel function methods have an initial cost of at least O (N*(logN) 2 + (logN) 3 ). We can see that our method has a lower computational complexity than most of the state-of-the-art kernel-based methods.
Conclusions
In this paper, IRO is introduced and applied to relation sentence classifi cation and PPI extraction.
IRO is used with a binary classifi er for identifying whether sentences are relation ones or not. By increasing the weights of relation words in the classifi er, the performance of the binary classifi cation improves signifi cantly. IRO is also applied to guide PPI extraction by building sentence dependency parse tree based on the Stanford typed dependency, which can well capture the syntactic relations between proteins. Our dependency tree fi ltering and PPI extraction method can not only cover the potential protein pairs by Cartesian products and Combinations comprehensively, but also fi lter out non-relation pairs effectively. Extensive evaluations and detailed analysis have shown the effectiveness of IRO on relation sentences classifi cation and PPI extraction.
Since our method relies on the quality of a sentence parser, the PPI extraction performance can be further improved by exploring advanced parser technologies. As there are many negative relations in the sentence dependency parse trees, the polarity of relations will be studied in the future. We will also explore the protein interaction networks in the biomedical literature resources to improve our method of PPI extraction.
